
PREFACE

Mercer University Commons:
A Center for Faith and Vocation

Mercer University is the second-largest Baptist-affiliated institution
of higher education in the world. More than 7000 students enroll in the
liberal arts and professional programs offered by its nine colleges and
schools on the historic main campus in Macon, the Cecil B. Day Campus
in Atlanta, and in four local centers in the State of Georgia. Established
in 1833 in Penfield, Georgia, the university was composed of a small
liberal-arts college and two professional schools-the Walter F. George
School of Law and the Southern School of Pharmacy-until its growth
under the leadership of President R. Kirby Godsey over the past twenty-
three years. Today Mercer is a comprehensive university with degree
programs in liberal arts, law, pharmacy, business and economics,
medicine, engineering, education, theology, and nursing. Its hallmarks
include a strong insistence on the historic Baptist tradition of freedom,
exceptional teaching, commitment to public service, growing involvement
in research, and a persistent concern for the personal and spiritual as
well as the intellectual growth of students.

In October 2000, the Lilly Endowment awarded the university a $1.9
million grant for the Theological Exploration of Vocation. This grant
affords Mercer an extraordinary opportunity to advance its educational
mission and program. As a result, we are engaged throughout the
university in new efforts to help students recognize life's calling and
purpose, prepare for their future work in light of their faith and
learning, and develop their capacities for leadership and service to
church and society.

Implementation of the vocation grant has centered in the
establishment of University Commons as a new division in the
university. Charged with the mission to help Mercerians find their way
to vocation, the work of the Commons is carried out by the dean of the
Commons and committees composed of faculty, professional staff, and
the deans of the colleges, schools, and library. Four major programs are
in development: Teachers and Scholars, Common Curriculum,
University Ministries, and Lifelong Learning. The Teachers and
Scholars program will enhance the intellectual life of the university by
engaging teachers and scholars, both internal and external, in reflection,
teaching, and writing on an array of topics related to vocation. The
Common Curriculum program will incorporate vocation into the First-



Year Seminar and Senior Capstone courses taken by undergraduate
students and into the formation of professional role and identity that
occurs in the graduate and professional schools. The University
Ministries program will develop programs that minister to the emotional
and spiritual needs of students through opportunities for vocational
exploration and through experiences in leadership and service, church-
related vocations, and study abroad. Lifelong Learning will sponsor
related resources and services for our alumni and plan new ways for
alumni to contribute to the education of current students.

The sweep of activity projected for the Commons encompasses every
aspect of the university's life. If we can accomplish the tasks before us,
we will serve better the needs of our students. If we can hear again our
own call to the vocation of educating men and women, we may renew
the heritage of the free Baptist tradition in which the university was
founded as a center of faith and learning. If we are successful in
developing innovative programs across the disciplines and campuses, we
will realize the strength of nine colleges and schools for the future of the
university. The symposium contained in these pages is a remarkable
testament to the promise of these challenges.

Margaret Dee Bratcher
Dean, University Commons
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Pictured at A Symposium: The Theology of the Practice of Law at the Walter F. George
School of Law, Mercer University, in Macon, Georgia, on February 14, 2002 from left
to right: Robert Audi, Charles J. Mach Distinguished Professor of Philosophy,
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, and the Distinguished Professor of the College of

Arts and Sciences, Santa Clara University; James Boyd White, Hart Wright Professor of

Law, Professor of English, and Adjunct Professor of Classical Studies, University of

Michigan; Joseph Allegretti, Douglas T. Hickey Professor of Business, Siena College;

Joseph Vining, Harry Burns Hutchins Professor of Law, University of Michigan; Marie

A. Failinger, Professor of Law, Hamline University School of Law; Millard Fuller,

Attorney at Law and President of Habitat for Humanity International; Larry Dessem,

Dean, Walter F. George School of Law, Mercer University; Walter Brueggemann,

William Marcellus McPheeters Professor of Old Testament, Columbia Theological

Seminary; Peter Ackroyd, Novelist and Recipient of the Whitbread Biography of the

Year for biography of T.S. Eliot; Jack L. Sammons, Griffin B. Bell Professor of Law,
Walter F. George School of Law, Mercer University.


